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Read Book Roberts Nora Lights
Northern
Eventually, you will completely discover a extra experience and talent by spending
more cash. nevertheless when? pull oﬀ you admit that you require to acquire those
all needs gone having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something
basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand even more
a propos the globe, experience, some places, similar to history, amusement, and a
lot more?
It is your categorically own get older to take steps reviewing habit. in the midst of
guides you could enjoy now is Roberts Nora Lights Northern below.

KEY=ROBERTS - LI BECK

Northern Lights
Piatkus Books Lunacy, Alaska - population 506 - is Nate Burke's last chance. As a
Baltimore cop, he had watched his partner die - and the guilt still haunts him. With
nowhere else to go, he accepts a job as Chief of Police in this freezing, remote town,
where darkness falls by mid-afternoon. It's a big change - maybe too big. But just as
he's beginning to wonder if this has all been a terrible mistake, an unexpected kiss
with feisty bush pilot Meg Galloway under the brilliant Northern Lights lifts his spirit
and convinces him to stay a little longer. However, when Nate uncovers an old
unsolved crime, he discovers that Lunacy isn't quite the sleepy little backwater he
imagined. And his discovery will threaten the new life - and the new love - he never
dreamed he'd ﬁnd . . .

Northern Lights
Penguin Seeking to rebuild his life, ex-Baltimore cop Nate Burke takes a job as Chief
of Police in the tiny, remote Alaskan town of Lunacy, where he comes face to face
with the independent Meg Galloway, an unsolved ﬁfteen-year-old crime, and
someone who will do anything to keep the truth from being revealed. Reprint.

Northern lights [Russian text].
Chasing Fire
Hachette UK Rowan Tripp is addicted to danger. Ever since she turned eighteen,
Rowan has been a 'smoke jumper', ﬁghting back the ferocious forest ﬁres that sweep
through the Montana mountains each year. She can read a wildﬁre like no one else and is prepared to put her life on the line again and again to save others. But now
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Rowan is mourning the death of her good friend and partner, Jim - haunted by the
belief that she could have saved him. Determined to carry on, Rowan throws herself
into training the new recruits to the smoke-jumping team - not realising there is a
diﬀerent kind of danger waiting for her. When it becomes clear that someone blames
Rowan for Jim's death, and is determined to get revenge, Rowan realises she must
learn to ask for help as this is one ﬁght she can't win on her own ... 'Sheer
entertainment' Guardian 'The most successful author on planet earth' Washington
Post

Blue Smoke
Hachette UK Reena Hale has always understood the destructive power of ﬁre. When
she was a child, her family's Baltimore restaurant was burned to the ground in a
cruel arson attack. The Hale family banded together to rebuild, and Reena found her
life's calling: to become an arson investigator. Reena loves her job - but the danger
and crazy hours have left her unlucky in love. When she meets handsome carpenter
Bo Goodnight, things look promising - until a series of suspicious ﬁres are connected
not just to each other, but to Reena herself. As danger ignites all around her, Reena
must rely on hard-won experience and gut instinct to catch a man determined to
burn down everything - and everyone - she loves.

Northern Lights
Northern Lights
Jove Publications This book is a novel about two lonely souls who ﬁnd love - and
redemption - in Lunacy, Alaska.

Whiskey Beach
Hachette UK Eli Landon seems to have the perfect life. A beautiful wife, a wonderful
house, a dazzling legal career. But when his wife is brutally murdered after
confessing to an aﬀair, Eli is named prime suspect. After a year-long ordeal the case
is dropped for lack of evidence, but Eli's world is in tatters. Abandoned by his friends,
hounded by the media and a detective with a grudge, Eli retreats to the small-town
sanctuary of Whiskey Beach. Camping out in his grandmother's atmospheric house
by the sea he meets Abra Walsh - compassionate, courageous and hiding secrets of
her own. But as Abra and Eli take their ﬁrst tentative steps towards each other, a
deadly enemy is watching them from the shadows. An enemy determined to make
sure Eli Landon will never have that 'perfect life' - whatever the cost . . .

Angels Fall
Hachette UK The sole survivor of a brutal crime, Reece Gilmore is on the run,
desperately ﬁghting the panic attacks and the nightmares that haunt her. She
doesn't intend to stay in the sleepy town of Angel's Fist one second longer than she
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needs to, despite its friendly - if curious - inhabitants, and the irresistible attraction
of local writer Brody. However, on a hike into the mountains she witnesses a couple
having a vicious argument that culminates in murder. Faced with a lack of evidence,
the authorities in Angel's Fist ﬁnd it hard to believe Reece's story. But when a series
of menacing events prove that someone wants her out of the way, Reece must put
her trust in Brody - the one person who does believe her - to ﬁnd the murderer
before it's too late.

Miracles and Menorahs
Tule Publishing Sarah Goldman loves Hanukkah, and she’s thrilled to be appointed as
vice chair of the Hollowville Hanukkah Festival. So when the festival is threatened
with cancellation, she comes up with an idea: a new slogan and advertising
campaign topped oﬀ with a metal menorah large enough to ﬁll the center of town.
But even though her heart and dreams are large, the committee’s budget
constraints threaten to stop her grand plans right in their tracks. Famous metal
sculptor Isaac Lieberman also loves Hanukkah. But his vision of a perfect Hanukkah
isn’t a commercial community event—it’s spending time with family, following ageold traditions. He’s not interested in the festival, no matter how many times his
grandmother, his bubbe, asks him to contribute one of his sculptures. Then Sarah
comes tumbling into his life…can she change his mind about more than just the
holidays?

Playing House
Carina Press “Playing House is relatable, heartwarming, and oh so sexy. I zoomed
through this thoughtful and joyful story about two people ﬁnding themselves and
each other.” —Jasmine Guillory, New York Times bestselling author of The Wedding
Date and The Proposal Romance blossoms between two city planners posing as
newlyweds in this ﬁrst in a bright new series by acclaimed author Ruby Lang The last
thing Oliver Huang expects to see on the historic Mount Morris home tour is longtime
acquaintance Fay Liu bustling up and kissing him hello. He’s happy to playact being
a couple to save her from a pushy admirer. Fay’s beautiful, successful and smart,
and if he’s being honest, Oliver has always had a bit of a thing for her. Maybe more
than a bit. Geeking out over architectural details is Oliver and Fay’s shared love
language, and soon they’re touring pricey real estate across Upper Manhattan as the
terribly faux but terribly charming couple Darling and Olly. For the ﬁrst time since
being laid oﬀ from the job he loved, Oliver has something to look forward to. And for
the ﬁrst time since her divorce, Fay’s having fun. Somewhere between the light-ﬁlled
living rooms and spacious closets they’ve explored, this faux relationship just may
have sparked some very real feelings. For Oliver and Fay, home truly is where their
hearts are. One-click with conﬁdence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance
Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!
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After Sundown
an irresistibly gripping romantic
thriller
Hachette UK Danger brings together two guarded hearts in a battle for survival in
this irresistible story from New York Times bestselling authors Linda Howard and
Linda Jones. Sela Gordon, shy owner of a Tennessee general store, prefers solitude. If
anyone can chip away at her protective shell it's the handsome, mysterious, exmilitary man who's been hiding for two years in the wilds of Cove Mountain. But
when he warns her that a catastrophic solar storm with the capability of taking down
the power grids is approaching, Sela must come out of her shell and be the leader
Wears Valley needs. Living in self-imposed exile, Ben Jernigan has learned the hard
way to look out only for number one. With a top-notch security system, he's serious
about keeping people at a distance. Yet he has to caution the undeniably sexy Sela
about the impending threat-and now she's making it too easy for him to lower his
guard. As panic spreads, Sela and Ben discover that in the dark, cut oﬀ from the
outside world, there's no more playing it safe -- in life or in love.

Tribute
Hachette UK Cilla McGowan - granddaughter of movie goddess Janet Hardy - has ﬂed
the cut-throat world of Hollywood for the peace and quiet of Virginia's Shenandoah
Valley. Cilla restores houses for a living and has always dreamed of returning her
grandmother's country retreat to its former glory. But a tragedy haunts the old
farmhouse, and Cilla's restoration project is stirring up old scandals along with the
dust and cobwebs. As Cilla begins to dig deeper into her grandmother's mysterious
death thirty years ago, events take a darker turn. Someone in town is determined to
keep the truth buried - at any cost. Cilla's new neighbour Ford Sawyer wants to help but Ford is exactly the kind of man Cilla is running from . . .

Brazen Virtue
Bantam NOW THE NETFLIX FILM BRAZEN, STARRING ALYSSA MILANO From #1 New
York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts comes a novel that explores the
dangerous side of desire, when a mystery writer in search of a little peace and quiet
instead ﬁnds herself ensnared in the world of a real-life serial killer whose craving for
murder stops at nothing . . . and no one. After a demanding book tour, superstar
mystery novelist Grace McCabe decides to visit her sister, Kathleen, who’s embroiled
in a custody battle after a bitter divorce. Arriving in D.C., Grace is shocked to ﬁnd
Kathleen living in a run-down neighborhood and, hoping to aﬀord a hotshot lawyer,
supplementing her meager teacher’s salary by moonlighting as a phone sex
operator. According to Kathleen, Fantasy, Inc., guarantees its employees ironclad
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anonymity. But Grace has her doubts—which are conﬁrmed one horrifying cherryblossom-scented night when one of Fantasy, Inc.’s operators is murdered. As Grace
is drawn to help solve the crime, her life turns into a scene from one of her own
books. Yet as one of her biggest fans, investigator Ed Jackson, warns her: This isn’t
ﬁction. Real people die—and Grace could be next. For she’s hoping to trap a killer
more twisted than anything she could imagine. And not even Ed may be able to
protect her from a rendezvous with lust and death.

In Dreams
Hachette UK An exclusive Nora Roberts short story. Drawn to a castle in the forests
of Ireland, a beautiful young woman becomes the link to a stranger's past - and the
curse that has trapped him for ever in the eternity of his own dreams . . .

Defending Dani
Alaska Blizzard, Book 1
Kat Mizera

Vision In White
Number 1 in series
Hachette UK Childhood friends Mackensie, Parker, Laurel and Emmaline have formed
a very successful wedding planning business together but, despite helping
thousands of happy couples to organise the biggest day of their lives, all four women
are unlucky in love. Photographer Mackensie Elliot has suﬀered a tough childhood
and has a bad relationship with her mother, which makes her wary of commitment.
But when she meets Carter Maguire, she can't stop herself falling for him, although
his ex-girlfriend is prepared to play dirty to keep him. Mackensie soon realises she
has to put her past demons to rest in order to ﬁnd lasting love . . .

The Witness
Hachette UK 'If you're after the perfect pick-me-up, take-me-away-from-the-world
read, then she's your woman' The Guardian 'Nora Roberts is, quite simply, a onewoman phenomenon' Heat 'I love Nora Roberts' Stephen King Abigail Lowery has a
dark and terrifying secret. Aged just sixteen, she witnessed a shocking maﬁa
murder. Narrowly escaping with her life, she was forced to leave her old identity even her real name - behind for good. Fifteen years later Abigail is still hiding from
the world - a semi-recluse in the quiet, rural town of Bickford, Arkansas. She has
convinced herself that this is all she needs: peace, safety... and her faithful guard
dog Bert. Perhaps now, at last, she can stop running. But Brooks Gleason, the local
chief of police, has other ideas. Abigail intrigues him - and he'd like nothing better
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than to break through the walls she has built around herself. His persistence and
determination to uncover the truth is unsettling, exciting - and dangerous. One way
or another, it will change both their lives for ever.

Outfox
The new twisty, sexy, crime novel
from New York Times bestselling
author
Hachette UK One man with multiple identities. Eight women who vanished without a
trace. The next likely victim . . . his wife. FBI agent Drex Easton is driven by a single
goal: to outmaneuver the conman once known as Weston Graham. Over the years,
Weston has assumed countless names and disguises, luring eight wealthy women
out of their fortunes before they disappeared without a trace. The only common trait
among the victims: a new man in their life who also vanished. Drex is convinced that
these women have been murdered, and that the man he knows as Weston Graham
is responsible. But each time Drex gets close to catching him, Weston trades one
persona for another. Now, for the ﬁrst time in their long game of cat and mouse,
Drex has a suspect in sight. Attractive and charming, Jasper Ford is recently married
to a successful businesswoman, Talia Shafer. Posing as a new neighbor, Drex
attempts to get close to the couple. This is Drex's one chance to outfox his cunning
nemesis before he murders again. But ﬁrst he must determine if the desirable Talia
is a heartless accomplice . . . or the next victim.

Saﬀron Alley
Sexton's Cottage Books A month ago, eunuch sword-dancer and spy Varazda collided
with ex-soldier Damiskos at a seaside villa during a dizzying week of intrigue,
assassinations, and a fake love aﬀair that—maybe—turned real. Now Varazda is back
home in Boukos, at the center of a family and community he dearly loves, and
Damiskos is coming to visit. Things aren’t going according to plan. Varazda’s family
members suspect Damiskos’s motives. Varazda grapples with his own desires. Add in
a horrible goose, a potentially lethal sculpture, and yet another assassination plot,
and any man other than Dami would be boarding a ship straight back to Pheme. It’s
going to take all of Damiskos’s patience, and all of Varazda’s strength, to make this
new relationship work. After all that, solving one more murder shouldn’t be too hard.
Saﬀron Alley is the second book in the Sword Dance trilogy, the continuation of Dami
and Varazda’s story from Sword Dance. It crosses over with One Night in Boukos, but
you don’t have to have read that book to enjoy this one.
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Key of Knowledge
Berkley With the promise of a million dollars each dangled before them, the women
couldnt refuse. And as Malory found the ﬁrst key, they formed a fast friendship and
decided to go into business together. For Dana, that meant her dream of owning a
bookstore was about to come true.

Nora Roberts' In the Garden Trilogy
Penguin #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents a collection
that includes all three novels in her In the Garden Trilogy. Just outside of Memphis,
against the backdrop of a house steeped in history and a thriving new gardening
business, three women unearth the memories of the past and uncover a dangerous
secret... BLUE DAHLIA Widowed Stella has moved back to her roots in southern
Tennessee. When she opens her heart to a new love, she discovers that she will ﬁght
to the death to protect what’s hers. BLACK ROSE Roz is a woman whose experiences
have made her strong enough to bend without breaking. She thought love was
behind her, until a second chance at happiness takes her by surprise. RED LILY In
search of a fresh start, Hayley and her daughter have laid down roots in a new town.
But when a friendship blossoms into something more, Hayley will have to decide if
she can risk her heart again.

Key of Valor
Penguin In this conclusion to the Key trilogy, three women are united by destiny as
Zoe, searching for the Key of Valor, unlocks the mysteries of the past to save her
future. Original.

The Villa
Hachette UK Sophia is the pride of the Giambelli clan and a vital player in the
family's celebrated winery. But things are about to change at Villa Giambelli. Family
matriarch Tereza has announced a surprise merger with the MacMillan family's
winery. As a savvy businesswoman, Sophia knows she must be ready for anything but she isn't prepared for Tyler MacMillan. They've been ordered to work closely
together to ensure the merger goes through smoothly. But as they toil together,
both in and out of the ﬁelds, Sophia ﬁnds herself increasingly torn between
professional rivalry and a powerful attraction. And when the business and the family
are threatened by disturbing acts of sabotage, Sophia realises her quest isn't just for
dominance, but survival... 'Nora Roberts is a superstar' New York Times 'The most
successful novelist on Planet Earth' Washington Post
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Smoke in Mirrors
Penguin Unwittingly involved in a clever scheme devised by the late con artist and
seductress Meredith Spooner, Leonora Hutton sets out to make things right and
prove her innocence to Thomas Walker, another victim of Meredith's deceptions, but
she gets more than she bargained for when she ﬁnds a safe-deposit box containing a
book about Mirror House, the mansion where Meredith died, and newspaper
clippings about an unsolved murder. Reprint.

Movies Made for Television
2005-2009
Scarecrow Press Supplementing Movies Made for Television: 1964-2004, this new
volume contains entries on an additional 400 television ﬁlms and mini-series
produced between 2005 and 2009. Each entry includes extensive production credits
(director, writer, producer, composer, director of photography, and editor) and a
complete cast and character listing.

Exposed
Night Shift Night Shadow
Harlequin In "Night Shift," Cilla O'Roarke is drawn to a detective who is protecting
her, and in "Night Shadow," Deborah O'Roarke, an idealistic prosecutor, ﬁnds herself
falling in love with Nemesis, a mysterious vigilante.

The Name of the Game
Hachette UK AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME TV producer Johanna
Patterson has worked long and hard to make a name for herself in a man's world.
She's tough, self-eﬃcient and isn't about to be impressed by a man like actor Sam
Weaver. His tough good looks have propelled him to movie stardom. But Johanna
can't be won over by a pretty face. Sam has a reputation, and Johanna is determined
to protect herself at all costs. The problem is that Sam is not quite the man Johanna
thought he was. He's better. And for a woman who forgot what it means to be
surprised, Sam has an uncanny way of making her lose her self control... Includes a
preview of Whiskey Beach, published in April 2013

Northern Lights; Holiday in Death
Piatkus Books NORTHERN LIGHTS: Nate's ﬁrst weeks of a new job in Lunacy, Alaska
are relatively quiet until an unexpected kiss from feisty bush pilot Meg Galloway
under the brilliant Northern Lights of the Alaska sky lifts his spirit. However, when
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two climbers ﬁnd a corpse on the mountain, Nate discovers that Lunacy isn't quite
the sleepy little backwater he imagined. HOLIDAY IN DEATH: In the ﬁnal weeks of
2058, guns were banned, and medical science had learned how to prolong life to well
beyond the century mark. And man had yet to stop killing man. It was Eve Dallas's
job to stand for the dead. On the trail of a ritualistic serial killer, Eve makes a
disturbing discovery: all of the victims have been traced to the bespoke dating
service: Personally Yours. As the murders continue, Eve enters into an elite world of
people searching for their one true love - and a killer searching for his next victim.

The Welcoming
Hachette UK AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME Undercover and on the hunt
for a dangerous gang, Roman DeWinter checks into Charity Ford's inn with just the
clothes on his back and a loaded .38 revolver. It's just another assignment for Roman
- simple, uncomplicated. But the federal agent has never know the comfort and
warmth of home - and he soon ﬁnds himself under the spell of Charity, his beautiful
and intriguing innkeeper. The only problem is, Roman has come looking for a
criminal mastermind, and Charity is his key suspect. Now he has to decide if he
should trust his heart or his head... Includes a preview of The Witness

A Will and a Way
St. Martin's Paperbacks From “America’s favorite novelist” (The New Yorker), a
young woman inherits a fortune—and an even greater gift of love just in time for the
holidays—in #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts’s A Will and a Way.
When her beloved Uncle Jolley died, Pandora McVie couldn’t imagine her life without
him—only to discover that he planned for her future by leaving her $150 million. But
to collect her inheritance, Pandora must spend six months in her uncle’s isolated
Catskills mansion with her co-beneﬁciary, Michael Donohue. If being set up on a halfyear date that lasts through Christmas by a last will and testament isn’t humiliating
enough, Pandora ﬁnds living with Michael intolerable—even as she falls in love with
him...

Island of Flowers
Hachette UK AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME It's been ﬁfteen years since
Laine Simmons last saw her father. Now she's travelled all the way from her home in
France to Hawaii, hoping to build the relationship she's always dreamed they'd have.
But Laine has barely stepped oﬀ the plane when she crosses paths with her father's
business partner, Dillon O'Brian. Dillon is smart, devastatingly handsome . . . and
doesn't trust Laine's motives one little bit. And he has no idea of the painful past
Laine is struggling to heal. As Laine gets to know her long-estranged father, Dillon
watches her every move and questions every decision. Dillon is suspicious. Laine is
stubborn. But as the days pass the tropical paradise of Hawaii weaves its magic and
becomes the backdrop for a deepening passion . . . Includes an extract from The
Witness
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Their Eyes Were Watching God
Prabhat Prakashan Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by AfricanAmerican writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic of the Harlem
Renaissance of the 1920s, and it is likely Hurston's best known work.

The Calhouns
Mills & Boon On the rocky coast of Maine sits a magniﬁcent family mansion that is
home to a legend of long-lost love, hidden emeralds and four sisters determined to
save their home against all odds... Courting Catherine All hard-driving executive
Trenton St. James III had on his mind was business-making the ﬁnal arrangements to
buy a run-down old mansion on the coast of Maine. He wasn't expecting any
complications. And he deﬁnitely wasn't expecting anything like Catherine 'C.C.'
Calhoun. This feisty, independent-minded young woman bristled at the very thought
of her family's most highly prized possession ending up as part of some faceless
hotel chain. And she seemed to bristle at the very sight of Trenton St. James, too.
But all that was going to have to change, because Trent not only wanted her home,
he wanted her, too. And he wasn't a man who took no for an answer A Man For
Amanda Amanda Calhoun had always been the sensible one, forever struggling to
keep her, well...eccentric family out of trouble. And the instant she laid eyes on
architect Sloan O'Riley, she knew he was trouble. So this arrogant, insuﬀerable
Harvard-educated cowboy thought he was going to turn her family's beloved - and
slightly decrepit - home into a hotel, did he? Well, she'd just see about that... Sloan
seemed a little too interested in Calhoun family history - their famous missing
emeralds, for instance. He also seemed a little too interested in Amanda. The hotel
was shaping up nicely under his oh-so-skilled hands. But it was becoming clear that
Amanda was what he most wanted to get those hands on...

The Search
Hachette UK 'If you're after the perfect pick-me-up, take-me-away-from-the-world
read, then she's your woman' The Guardian 'Nora Roberts is, quite simply, a onewoman phenomenon' Heat 'I love Nora Roberts' Stephen King It's been a few years
since Fiona Bristow moved to Orcas Island to rebuild her life. Within the small, tightknit island community she's built up a canine rescue centre that trains dogs to track
missing persons in Washington's vast wilderness. Other than her work, Fiona wants
to be left alone. Romantic entanglements are very far down on her list - and certainly
not with Simon Doyle, an artist newly arrived from the mainland. Simon doesn't
know that Fiona harbours a terrible secret, and that her past still puts them both in
very real danger . . .
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Birthright
Hachette UK When ﬁve-thousand-year-old human bones are found at a construction
site in the small town of Woodsboro, the news draws archaeologist Callie Dunbrook
out of her sabbatical and into a whirlwind of adventure, danger, and romance. While
overseeing the dig, she must try to make sense of a cloud of death and misfortune
that hangs over the project - fuelling rumours that the site is cursed. She must also
cope with the presence of her irritating - but irresistible - ex-husband, Hake.
Furthermore, when a stranger claims to know a secret about her privileged Boston
childhood, she is forced to question her own past as well.

The Last Wolf
Sourcebooks, Inc. The stars align for this stunningly original werewolf shifter
romance: *STARRED Booklist* *STARRED Publishers Weekly* *STARRED Kirkus*
*STARRED Library Journal* If she returns to her Pack, the stranger will die. But if she
stays... Silver Nilsdottir is at the bottom of her Pack's social order, with little chance
for a decent mate and a better life. Until the day a stranger stumbles into their
territory, wounded and beaten, and Silver decides to risk everything on Tiberius
Leveraux. But Tiberius isn't all he seems, and in the fragile balance of the Pack and
wild, he may tip the destiny of all wolves... For three days out of thirty, when the
moon is full and her law is iron, the Great North Pack must be wild. People are raving
about Maria Vale's paranormal fantasy romance: "Wonderfully unique and
imaginative. I was —enthralled!"—JEANIENE FROST, New York Times bestselling
author "Raw, wild, and intense—captivating to the ﬁnal page."AMANDA BOUCHET,
USA Today bestselling author "Pushes boundaries, and keeps you at the edge of your
seat."—TERRY SPEAR, USA Today bestselling author

Legacy
A Novel
St. Martin's Griﬃn #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents
Legacy, a new novel of a mother and a daughter, of ambition and romance, and of a
traumatic past reawakened by a terrifying threat... Adrian Rizzo was seven when she
met her father for the ﬁrst time. That was the day he nearly killed her—before her
mother, Lina, stepped in. Soon after, Adrian was dropped oﬀ at her grandparents’
house in Maryland, where she spent a long summer drinking lemonade, playing with
dogs, making a new best friend—and developing the stirrings of a crush on her
friend’s ten-year-old brother. Lina, meanwhile, traveled the country promoting her
ﬁtness brand and turning it into a billion-dollar business. There was no point in
dwelling on the past. A decade later, Adrian has created her own line of yoga and
workout videos, following in Lina’s footsteps but intent on maintaining creative
control. And she’s just as cool-headed and ambitious as her mother. They aren’t
close, but they’re cordial—as long as neither crosses the other. But while Lina
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dismisses the death threats that Adrian starts getting as a routine part of her
daughter’s growing celebrity, Adrian can’t help but ﬁnd the vicious rhymes
unsettling. Year after year, they keep arriving—the postmarks changing, but the
menacing tone the same. They continue after she returns to Maryland and becomes
reacquainted with Raylan, her childhood crush, all grown up and as gorgeously
green-eyed as ever. Sometimes it even seems like the terrifying messages are
indeed routine, like nothing will come of them. Until the murders start, and the
escalation begins...

Sweet Revenge
A Novel
Bantam “You can’t bottle wish fulﬁllment, but Nora Roberts certainly knows how to
put it on the page.”—The New York Times At twenty-ﬁve, Princess Adrianne lives a
life most people would envy. Beautiful and elegant, she spends her days dabbling in
charities and her nights ﬂoating from one glamorous gala to the next. But her
pampered-rich-girl pose is a ruse, a carefully calculated eﬀort to hide a dangerous
truth. For ten years Adrianne has lived for revenge. As a child, she could only watch
the cruelty hidden behind the facade of her parents’ fairy-tale marriage. Now she
has the perfect plan to make her famous father pay. She will take possession of the
one thing he values above all others—The Sun and the Moon, a fabled necklace
beyond price. Yet just as she is poised to take her vengeance, she meets a man who
seems to divine her every secret. Clever, charming, and enigmatic, Philip
Chamberlain has his own private reasons for getting close to Princess Adrianne. And
only when it’s too late will she see the hidden danger . . . as she ﬁnds herself up
against two formidable men—one with the knowledge to take her freedom, the other
with the power to take her life. Praise for Sweet Revenge “Move over, Sidney
Sheldon: the world has a new master of romantic suspense, and her name is Nora
Roberts.”—Rex Reed “Her stories have fueled the dreams of twenty-ﬁve million
readers.”—Entertainment Weekly

The Magic of Home
Silhouette Books This collection contains two classic stories from Nora Roberts 'Home for Christmas' and 'Search for Love'.
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